IMMRAM BRAIN
Bran's Journey to the Land of the Women

SÉAMUS MAC MATHÚNA
There does not do any rough voice with harshness.

In the land of the well-known character,
joy is continuous, together with music,
throughout the smooth familiar patterns;
all colors of white sliver are in view.

They all call together every hour.
It is in harmony inevitable that
on which the birds call to the house,
there is an another tree in blossom there.

In the plain south of Plinarian,
a forest connected with the earth's ages
is blushed through ages of beauty!
Leaves of white sliver are under it;

It is a delight to the eyes, a wonderful arrangement.

There is an island far away.

In the plain south of Plinarian, a
corner with gold, corner with a glass,
the plain on which the house of glass play.

It was fifty gourmets that the woman from the lands
of wonders sang to bring son of Periel in the middle of
the house, while the palace was full of kings, who
did not know from where the woman came since the

Below

This is the voyage of Brian son of Periel and his outriders here.
A. A region, the name of a region as, the plain of the sea.

2 They expect neither death nor decay.

The host come over the clear sea.

12 In which there are many thousands of varicoloured-clad
beauties, trimme by the sea.

13 The sea the wisest of all waters, the land, the farthest of all
region.

14 The host come over the clear sea.

The host, the sea.

15 Beauty of a most wonderful land.

16 There comes an answer.

The host come over the clear sea.

17 If you should see a fashion after a while.

If it is not like being in a world.

18 It springs a strata to the host.

They form the water, to the land, to which they apply their tower.

19 beaten, the near, the parables far.

The host come over the clear sea.

20 If they have heard the sound of the music.

21 If they have heard the music.

22 Destined to sweet music.
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beauties, trimme by the sea.
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10 Without sorrow, without grieve, without death.

11 The beauty of the most wonderful land.

12 It is not like being in a world.

Whose vapors is fain and excellent,

Whose aspects are lovely.

13 riches, treasurers of every country.

14 Golden chariots among the sands.

15 An other steals with crimson column
other steers with crimson column.
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I. I see no one of the prospectors that was placed in charge of a group

be on him, then he saw those thirty-quarters to

I. I see no one of the prospectors, that is the name that was

The sea, and said that it was upon him to go to Ireland.

These are land and sea.

He has created the whole world.

A King without beginning without end!

He will assume the kingship of the many thousands.

The son of a woman who will not know a mate,

A great birth will come after ages.

The size of Ireland.

Each of them is twice of three.

There are three thirty thousand far away.

One of which the bright cloud shines.

Beauty.

A verticole wound more beautiful than a drop of

and going to Ireland.

Listening to music by night.

They expect neither decay nor death.

A verticole worn by means of a holy pool.

He will pour joy on the face of the sea.

A very white cock on the edge of the sea.

The host race along Mon, a

over which the sun's heart goes.

It is through lastness of time weather
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There was a dry crowd beside him and brain did not see them. And after, it is a mood. It is a mood of the play.

I tell, there is a wood under me in which there is beauty. There is a wood not reached us. We do not expect lack of strength through decay, without age, without decay of freshness.

Are there leaves of golden hue? A wood without decay, without defect, on which is the true scent of the vine, a wood with blossom and fruit.

On which are leaves of golden hue? A wood without decay, without defect, on which is the true scent of the vine, a wood with blossom and fruit.

Under the prow of your little ship, there is a beautiful wood of oaks. When your little canoe has settled over ledges, it is along the top of a wood.

Without sin, without transgression, men and gentle women under a bush, they play in fair concert, a gentle pleasant game.

Begetter joy of every great festivity. A fair stream of silver, steps of gold, swaths of coals of sheer beauty, the expanse of the plain and the numerous host.

Besides, which you do not see, there are many streets on the cosom. In the pleasant plain with abundance of flowers, though you should see but a single chart-book.


1. The man in a chalk-white body.
2. There will be of his prostate in a chalk-white body, for the character is Montague son of Lear, 1. The shape of the man [speaking] from the mouth.

3. To the woman in May time, to a journey as in store for me to her house, will come to your parts.

4. This shape on which you are looking is both God and man.

5. The lord will be in motion a just law, from the king whom has ceased the heavens, a noble dexterity will come by:

6. Death of the soul through deceit.

7. It is the law of pride in this world and an eternal working of torment.

8. He, weared a wretched body, to an end of pain through which he has filled this noble race, has destroyed him by glutony and greed, so that there came about a thing which was not organic.

9. That the woman when the serpent came to

10. The woman is not described from the character's appearance of the man.

11. The woman is not described from the character's appearance of the man.

12. He will meet this end from justice.

13. In the gentleness of a land upon a height, he will be recognized as a battle-champion.


15. He will redress the battle-dread in a great track of a great many years in their kingship.

16. He will be thorough long ages.

17. He will be seated, he will be a fair-white man.

18. In the land in which cities are dilapidated, he will be a stag with silver horns.

19. He will be the shape of every great forest.

20. He will be a hero teardrops in the ousting.

21. He will be a sea of blue-grey sea and land.

22. He will be in the shape of every animal.

23. In the world, without fear of it:

24. Knowledgeable with acknowledgment him as his son.

25. Peace and the descendant of Lear, will they
The voyage of Brian, however, is in our ancient stories.

"We do not know that person," said the chronicler.

"I am a son of Reber," cried the man, "we asked them, which was the man they heard.

They went off then till they reached a gathering at

A seat behind in the Island of Joy.

As they arrived, the woman called, "Bring me your people to the land!"

She placed the coracle on each dish, and the woman was well. The food which was brought on each dish did not disturb them.

The coracle was there. They laid it against the wall. Then they went into a large house. They found a coach. Then they went to the coracle. They put the coracle towards the harbor.

The wind was not wanting to them.

It was not long afterwards till they reached the land.

The Island of Joy, the name of this island was

and began gazing at them. As they started on their journey, the woman said, "Come here, my son of Reber.

You will reach before the setting of the sun.

You will meet before the setting of the sun.

It is not far to the land of the woman.

Spread your hands, let the woman's welcome."

He will ask for a drink from the land.

In the light of the sun, he will be fifty years in this world.

He whose time will be shorter.

His father and his teacher.

Mountains so high, there will be both.

As he shall recognize them among princes,

Brian, then, went from him until he saw an island.

He saw the man, but he did not dare go ashore.
I have still so much to learn about the relationship of MSS. that

contradictions and suggestions have been expanded

of emmulsion. But without any form of backstitching. All such redactions are given. unless they are contradicted in the MSS.

on position and layout marks have been supplied. It is possible to expand the cases. except in those cases where there is no

word-delimiter, punctuation and capitalization are not known from that time.

the latter, he bade them well, and his adventures are

the quartet, and he wrote these quartets down in order, and

beginning until that time to the people of the other.

when Ram retained all of his adventures from the

he pronounced, over the noon of Caliban.

without surprise, who himself could not have ever water. I

came was the golly for the son of Caliban.

hundreds of years. Then then sang this quartet:

immediately as if he had been in the earth for

as he touched the land of Ireland, he became aware

The man leaps from them out of the coracle. As soon